In this paper, automatic homophone-and homograph detection are suggested as new useful features for humor recognition systems. The system combines style-features from previous studies on humor recognition in short text with ambiguity-based features. The performance of two potentially useful homograph detection methods is evaluated using crowdsourced annotations as ground truth. Adding homophones and homographs as features to the classifier results in a small but significant improvement over the style-features alone. For the task of humor recognition, recall appears to be a more important quality measure than precision. Although the system was designed for humor recognition in oneliners, it also performs well at the classification of longer humorous texts.
Introduction
Humor has the potential to help form, strengthen and maintain human relationships and could thus bring humans and computers closer to each other. It helps regulate conversations, builds trust between partners, facilitates self-disclosure and it is an important factor in social attraction (Nijholt et al., 2003) . Furthermore, humans react in the same way to computers as they do to other human beings when it comes to psycho-social phenomena (Morkes et al., 1998; Reeves and Nass, 1996) . Experiments have shown that people that received a joke, perceived the computer they interacted with as more likable and competent, reported greater cooperation and responded more sociable (Morkes et al., 1998) . Automatic humor recognition could help computers respond more appropriately, making human-computer interaction feel more natural and enjoyable. This paper focuses on humor recognition of written oneliners, which in this study are defined as short jokes that are at most 140 characters long. The popularity of Twitter has likely caused an increase in availability of both humorous and non-humorous texts shorter than 140 tokens. The choice for oneliners increases difficulty of humor recognition as they contain less contextual information than longer humorous texts. The built classifier is also tested on humor recognition in larger texts. In this study, features that capture text style are selected from the State-of-the-Art on humor recognition in oneliners (Mihalcea and Strapparava, 2005) , cartoon captions (Radev et al., 2015) and tweets (Zhang and Liu, 2014) and are combined with newly suggested ambiguity features. When referring to "The State-of-the-Art", we refer to Mihalcea and Strapparava (2005) . This allows us to evaluate the usefulness of the stylefeatures for application on humor recognition in oneliners (rather than cartoons or tweets), as well as the potential of automatic homophone and homograph detection as signalers of ambiguity, and subsequently humor.
The release of the datasets and code that were used (Appendix A) are also a valuable contribution, since it allows others to replicate the experiments and to explore further directions. The humorous oneliners and Reuters datasets themselves are not publicly released to prevent potential copyright infringements, but these can be requested from the authors. Two methods for detecting homophones and homographs are designed to detect ambiguity, after which the performance of the proposed methods is evaluated. In the remainder of this document these features might be referred to as "homonyms", the category of words to which homographs and homophones belong. The deployment of content-based features (e.g. LSA) are outside the scope of this study, despite their previously reported usefulness (Mihalcea and Strapparava, 2005; Sjöbergh and Araki, 2007) . The per-formance achieved through content-based features might be unsustainable over time due to the changing nature of language. Style-and ambiguityfeatures have the potential to make classification results more sustainable. At the end of this paper, four research questions are answered.
1. How should high quality data for training a humor recognition system be gathered?
2. Which automatic homograph recognition method adds the highest information gain for humor recognition in oneliners?
3. Does the presence of automatically extracted homophones and homographs improve the accuracy of humor recognition in oneliners?
4. Can the proposed classification framework be used for recognizing humor in longer texts?
Related work
First of all, in this study the incongruity-resolution theory of humor is used as a frame for selecting useful stylistic features. It is argued to be the most influential theory used to study humor and laughter (Mulder and Nijholt, 2002) . When one examines jokes according to the incongruity frame, two concepts within the joke are examined through one frame. When the recipient of the joke notices that the frame actually only applies to one of the objects, the difference between the two objects and the frame becomes apparent (incongruity). The humorous situation occurs when the recipient recognizes the congruous resolution of the apparent incongruity. This theory fits this study best, since it explains the structure of a joke. First there is an incongruity, then a congruous resolution is provided (Gruner, 2000).
Stylistic features
The stylistic features used in the State-of-the-Art are alliteration, antonymy and adult slang (Mihalcea and Strapparava, 2005) . In this study, the features capturing alliteration and rhyme are separated, which was found to be useful by Zhang and Liu (2014) . The reason these stylistic features are informative, could be that oneliners use rhyme or alliteration to create expectation andif humorous -to break it. The expectation creates incongruity, which is resolved through breaking it. Secondly, negations (Mihalcea and Pulman, 2007) and antonyms (Mihalcea and Strapparava, 2005) signal incongruity by having contradictions within a sentence. Thirdly, humorous oneliners were found to contain adult slang. Whereas the State-of-the-Art represented adult slang using sex-related words, insults and vulgar words are included in this study as well. Moreover, researchers have reported that negative and positive sentiment can help distinguish humorous from less humorous samples (Mihalcea and Pulman, 2007; Radev et al., 2015) . Furthermore, humorous texts generally have higher sentiment polarity than nonhumorous texts, which was found useful for classifying humorous tweets (Zhang and Liu, 2014) . Additionally, the latter study found that the ratios of several Part of Speech tags are informative.
Ambiguity detection
Some types of humor (e.g. wordplay), owe their funniness directly to the presence of ambiguity (Taylor and Mazlack, 2004) . In order to identify wordplays, the computer has to combine general knowledge of the world and of pronunciation. Wordplays surprise the recipient of the joke by breaking an expectation. This can be achieved through homographs (e.g. "Cliford: The Postmaster General will be making the toast. Woody: Wow, imagine a person like that helping out in the kitchen!" (Taylor and Mazlack, 2004) , in which toast is written the same yet has multiple meanings). Another possibility is the use of homophones, which are words that sound alike yet have different meanings (e.g. "What is everybody's favorite aspect of mathematics? Knot theory, that's for sure.", in which "knot" and "not" sound alike). Homophones are not necessarily spelled the same. Example previous attempts at ambiguity detection include a count of the number of senses available for a word (Barbieri and Saggion, 2014; Sjöbergh and Araki, 2007) and the number of parses possible for a sentence (Sjöbergh and Araki, 2007) .
Since ambiguity is such a complex problem to solve, there is room for improvement. Kao et al. (2015) have recently shown that homophones can be humorous, but only if both interpretations of the homophone are supported by the other words in the sentence. The more distinct the support for the multiple interpretations, the bigger the incongruity-resolution and thus the more humorous the oneliner is perceived. A similar observation has been reported for homographs (McHugh and Buchanan, 2016) . However, to our knowl-edge no automatic homophone-or homographdetection methods exist yet.
Approach
All sentences are at most 140 characters long, to prevent classification based on sentence length. In this study we used one humorous dataset, two nonhumorous datasets that are stylistically similar to it (Reuters news headlines and English proverbs), and a third non-humorous dataset that has content comparable to the humorous dataset (wikipedia sentences).
Data gathering
Reuters news headlines were selected as they share the properties with humorous oneliners of being concise sentences that attract the attention of the reader to transfer a message. The second stylistically similar, non-humorous dataset consists of English proverbs. Proverbs are short texts that transmit facts or experiences of everyday life that many people consider to be true. Finally, the negative set containing short wikipedia sentences attempts to represent real-world scenarios. This set replaces the British National Corpus or the Open Mind Common Sense corpus used in the State-ofthe-Art, which we were unable to collect. Humorous oneliners are collected with a webscraper designed for five manually selected websites dedicated to jokes 1 . The resulting dataset contains 12,046 oneliners and 5,606 jokes longer than 140 characters.
News Headlines are scraped from the website of publishing agency Reuters and were retrieved on August 15th, 2017. Headlines from multiple categories ("Business", "Politics", "World" and "Technology") were extracted to prevent topicbased classification. The full dataset contains 13,798 headlines.
English proverbs were collected manually 2 , and due to scarcity this set is limited to 1,019 samples. The classifiers trained with proverbs as nonhumorous samples, use an equal amount of humorous samples to prevent overfitting.
Wikipedia sentences were retrieved from a dataset provided in a study on text simplification (Kauchak, 2013) , of which 12,046 items are selected based on size and content similarity (TF-IDF). This dataset is expected to be the hardest to classify due to the similarity in content with the humorous oneliners.
Detecting style and ambiguity
This paragraph lists the approaches for extracting the style-and ambiguity features. Since the approaches for extracting homonyms are designed from the ground up, they require evaluation.
Alliteration & Rhyme presence is measured through the CMUDict 3 phoneme dictionary. For alliterations, n-grams are considered an alliteration chain only if the first phoneme of a word is the same as the first one of one of the two next words. Rhymes are identified the same way, but consider the last phonemes rather than the first ones. For example, goal and Glasgow alliterate, and score rhymes with more. For both alliteration and rhyme, one feature is created containing the number of chains in a sentence, and a second consisting of the length of the longest chain in the sentence, divided by the number of words.
Sentiment polarity is the total sentiment score of a sentence, calculated using the Senticnet 4 package for Python (Cambria et al., 2016) . The sentiment intensity scores ranging from very negative (-1) to very positive (+1) are used to calculate the total sentiment polarity of a sentence. A sentence that has both positive and negative parts in it, might result in a neutral score. In order to account for this, a second feature is introduced using only natural numbers. For example, a oneliner scoring -2 and +2 sentiment scores, is represented in the second feature with a value of 4.
Part of Speech-tag ratios are calculated using Stanford CoreNLP to tag sentences with Treebank pos-tags (Manning et al., 2014) and dividing the number of occurrences for each POS-category by the number of words in a sentence. The POS-tag categories included are pronouns, verbs, common nouns, proper nouns and modifiers.
Antonymy presence is evaluated using the WordNet "Antonymy"-relationship. Since not all antonyms are listed (Mihalcea and Strapparava, 2005) , this set is expanded by also checking whether the antonyms of synonyms of any adjectives are present.
Adult Slang is identified in text, by putting all synsets that are hyponyms of the WordNet synsets 'sexuality' and 'sexual activity' up to a depth of three layers of hyponyms in a lexicon, and comparing the words in the sentence to it. Moreover, the definitions of each remaining word are scanned for phrases that signal adult slang, such as 'offensive word', 'obscene word' and 'vulgar term'.
Negations are identified by checking whether the word "not" or contraction "..n't" occurs.
Homophones are recognized using CMUDict to find words that have similar pronunciations. For each word in a sentence, another word is sought with the same pronunciation. A small experiment showed that this approach detects over 83% of the homephones found on an expert-created list 4 , while capturing more than are on the list.
Homographs are identified using two methods. The first method matches words from sentences to a list of 160 common homographs retrieved from Wikipedia. The second method uses WordNet to extract the definitions of all senses found for a word and only keeps those definitions with no overlap in used vocabulary. A word is considered a homograph if more than two definitions remain.
Crowdsourcing homograph annotation
The performance of the two proposed homograph detection algorithms is measured by comparing the accuracy on a dataset containing 301 sentences with annotated homographs. The users of crowdsourcing platform Crowdflower 5 were presented with a sentence, and a list of answer options on clickable buttons. The 301 annotated sentences were randomly selected from the oneliners, reuters and wiki datasets and excluded for training.
For assessment of annotation quality, three metrics from the CrowdTruth approach were used (Dumitrache et al., 2015) . This approach helps to extract more information from annotations by taking both annotator agreement anddisagreement into account, requiring less annotations for high quality results. The formulas for the used metrics can be found on GitHub 6 .
First of all, the Media Unit Quality score (UQS) captures the level of agreement in annotation of a media unit. This metric helps identify ambiguity in the task of annotating specific sentences. Sentences that are hard to annotate, have a low UQS. In this particular annotation task, this means that sentences with a low UQS likely contain homographs that are difficult to recognize or that are debatable. Secondly, the Worker Quality Score (WQS) assigns a score to each worker based on its annotation agreement with others that worked on the same sentences (Worker-Worker Agreement) and a workers' disagreement compared to the crowd, on a sentence basis. By using the weighted average, poor annotations of sentences that were found to be difficult to classify, have a lower impact on the final WQS of a worker. Finally, the UQS and WQS are combined into a weighted annotation score (Unit Annotation Score), giving better annotators more influence on the final annotation score of a sentence. The results are reported in sections 4.1 and 4.2.
Machine Learning algorithms
Three machine learning algorithms are deployed in this study, consisting of one Naive Bayes (Bernoulli NB) implementation and two Support Vector Machines (SVMs) with a linear and RBF kernel respectively. The main advantage NB classifiers have over their more sophisticated counterparts are its speed and reduced complexity. On the other hand, SVMs (Burges et al., 1996) outperformed other commonly used algorithms such as Naive Bayes, K-NN and C4.5 Decision Tree learners at the widely used benchmark task of text categorization of Reuters data (Joachims, 1998) .
Experimental Setting
In the first experiment, all the style-features are used for training the classifiers. The classifier performance is reported by its average accuracy over 30 runs using 10-fold cross-validation, to minimize variability in results. This is repeated once with homographs extracted using the list-approach and once with the WordNet approach. Comparison with the State-of-the-Art is not useful, since different datasets were used.
Results

Homograph annotation
A total of 221 out of 301 sentences have a UQS below 0.5, meaning they were difficult to annotate. Since only people from natively Englishspeaking countries were invited, homograph annotation seems to be a difficult task for humans. The WQS are also low, with the best worker reaching 290 a score of 0.7 and 70 workers achieving a score lower than 0.3. The annotators achieving a WQS lower than 0.1 are most likely spam-workers. For the Media Unit Annotation Score, we find 248 words with a score higher than 0.5 that are thus labeled a homograph.
Homograph recognition performance
The performance results of the two homograph recognition methods is reported in Table 1 . The acceptance threshold of 0.5 indicates that only words with a weighted annotation value higher than 0.5 are labeled as homographs (weighted majority vote). The fixed list of homographs performs rather well on precision and accuracy, as the data contains much more non-homographs than it does homographs. The poor recall however, suggests that the list contains an insufficient number of homographs. Although its precision and accuracy are lower, the WordNet approach results in a higher recall and f-measure, but suffers from a low precision due to its high number of false positives. 
Experiments
The results for the experiments are reported in Table 2. The table shows, per column and in this order, the results using 14) only style-features, 15) features in 14 + homophones, 16L) features in 15 + list-matched homographs and finally 16W) features in 15 + the WordNet-homograhps. Bold results have a significantly higher mean accuracy when compared with featureset 14 with probability P ≤ 0.025. The results of the system trained on oneliners an short wikipedia sentences and tested on humorous-and Wikipedia-texts longer than 140 characters, achieved a mean accuracy of 87.14%. All the results reported in Table 2 were achieved using the overall best performing classification algorithm (Linear SVM).
Discussion
The first research question concerned how highquality data for training a humor recognition sys- (Mihalcea and Strapparava, 2005) . The second goal was to identify the best automatic homograph recognition method. For the task of humor recognition, the WordNet approach significantly outperforms the fixed list approach, which could suggest that recall is more important than precision for this task. The third goal was to evaluate whether automatically extracted homophones and homographs improve the accuracy of humor recognition in oneliners. Significant improvement in classification accuracy was found for homographs extracted through the WordNet approach, but not for homophones. Finally, the classifier trained on humorous and non-humorous oneliners performed well on humor classification in texts longer than 140 tokens (87.14% accuracy), suggesting the features are robust to variations in sentence length. In future work, it might be interesting to find out through feature selection which features are most informative. Although the homophone detection seems to work well, homophone presence in a sentence does not seem to hold significant predictive value without a measure of strength of support for different senses of the homophone in question.
Conclusions
This paper presents a method (and code, see Appendix A) for gathering high-quality training data, a homograph recognition evaluation set and a set of features that can be used alongside contentfeatures to achieve a robust high classification performance. Homographs help detect ambiguity in sentences, which in turn was found to slightly increase classification performance. Homophone detection is possible, but does not yet add significant predictive value in its current implementation. A humor recognition classifier trained on oneliners can also accurately label longer texts.
